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Summary

Despite a number of noteworthy achievements in other fields, superheateddroplet detectors
(SDDS) and bubble chambers (13Cs)have not been used for nuclear nonproliferation and arms control.
This report examines these two radiation-detection technologies in detailand answersthe question of how
they can be or should be “adapted” for use in national security applications.

These technologies involve closely related approaches to radiation detection in which an
energetic charged particle deposits sufficient energy to initiatethe process of bubble nucleation in a
superheatedfluid. These detectors offer complete gamma-ray insensitivitywhen used to detect neutrons.
They also provide controllable neutron-energy thresholds and excellent position resolution. SDDS are
extraordinarily simple and inexpensive. BCS offer the promise of very high efficiency (-75’Mo). A notable
drawback for both technologies is temperaturesensitivity. As a resultof this problem, the temperature
must be controlled whenever high accuracy is required, or harshenvironmental conditions are
encountered.

The primary findings of this work are listed and briefly summarizedbelow

● SDDS are ready to fi.mctionas electronics-free neutron detectors on demand for arms-control
applications. The elimination of electronics at the weapon’s location greatly eases the
negotiability of radiation-detection technologies in general.

. As a result of their high efficiency and sharp energy threshold, current BCS are ahnost ready for
use in the development of a next-generation active assay system. Development of an instrument
based on appropriately safe materials is warranted.

. Both kinds of bubble detectors are ready for use whenever very high gamma-ray fields must be
conikonted. Spent fuel MPC&A is a good example where thisneed presents itself.

. Both kinds of bubble detectors have the potential to function as low-cost replacements for
conventional neutron detectors such as 3Hetubes. For SDDS, this requires finding some way to
get boron into the detector. For BCS, this requires finding operating conditions permitting a high
duty cycle.
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1,0 Introduction

The advent of the first bubble chambers (BCs) in the 1950s brought tremendous advantagesto
physicists seeking to detect and understandthe nature of the exotic particles being discovered at the time.
Recently, the advent of superheateddroplet detectors (SDDS) based upon a closely related technology has
provided anew class of dosimeters that isfinding use for a variety of applications @g et al. 1997). This
report seeks to determinewhether these technologies can be used for applications in nuclear
nonproliferation and arms control. Based upon a detailed examination of the physics and current
capabilities of these instruments,we determine what applications they might address in their current
forms and what applications they might address assuming the execution of research and development
aimed at adaptingthem to national security needs.

Nearly every radiation-detection technology involves some physical method for “exaggerating”
the effect of a radiation interaction to render it more readily observable. BCS and SDDS accomplish this
using a superheatedfluid in which a bubble nucleates at the site where decelerating charged particles
deposit energy. The two types of bubble detectors (BCs and SDDS) differ in the way in which the
superheatedfluid is prevented fi-omboiling spontaneously. BCS achieve this by detecting radiation only
in the moments after the fluid becomes superheated as a result of a rapid pressure change. This report
takes as a basic property of BCs, namely, thatthey must be cycled between superheated and non-
superheatedstates. SDDS prevent spontaneous boiling by using only droplets of superheatedfluid that
are so small thatsurface tension prevents bubble nucleation.

A motivation for this work is thatthe common properties of all bubble detectors make them
potentially well suited for a much wider variety of radiation-detection applications than those for which
they are now used. Because the process of bubble nucleation is highly sensitive to the amount of energy
deposited per unittrack length, detectors are inherently capable of highly effective particle discrimination.
The rate of energy deposition (dE/dx) is a strong function of the charge-to-mass ratio of the decelerating
charged particle. Thus, bubble detectors can be made to detect protons but not electrons (neutronsbut not
gamma rays), electrons but not muons, alpha particles but not protons, etc. Because dE/dx is an
increasing function of en~gy for the recoil nuclei, bubble detectors can easily be made sensitive only to
neutrons above a certain energy threshold. When used for neutron detection, bubble detectors are
particularly insensitive to gamma rays, with the ratio of sensitivities for the two types of radiations
exceeding 1012.Another desirable property of all BCS is their inherent position resolution. Because
bubbles have an acousti$ and optical signature thatcan be easily recognized and located, they hold great
potential for radiation imaging. ,

The remaining discussion and analysis of BCs and SDDS is best separated and is therefore
contained in Sections 2.0 and 3.0, below. Section 4.0 concludes by describing the applications for bubble
detectors in the areaof nonproliferation and national security, along with an outline of the research and
development necessary to enable these applications to succeed.
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2.0 Superheated Droplet Detectors

A superheated droplet detector consists of a suspension of superheateddroplets in a polymer
matrix.l Although a variety of materials have been used for the superheateddroplets, the various types of
Freon are a common choice because of their appropriatephysical and chemical properties. Literature
values for the droplet volume fraction vary from O.01’XOto 10OA.The droplet diametersare between 10
and 100 microns, with 25 microns a typical value. Index-of-refi-action matching between the polymer
matrix and the droplets oflen ensures thatthe medium remains transparentratherthanturning white like
milk or snow as a result of internalrefi-action. While the detector sizes are typically 4 to 8 cm3 for the
common application of dosimehy, much larger detectorswith volumes up to 250 cm3have recently been
produced and tested. Two different companies sell a variety of detectors with different sensitivities,
energy thresholds, sizes, and approaches to bubble counting.2

An understanding of the bubble nucleation process is helpfi,d for understandingthe radiation
response of these detectors. While the original theory of radiation-induced bubble nucleation developed
for BCS (Section 3.0) remains essentially valid (Seitz 1958) several refinements and applications to the
problem of droplet detectors have been added by laterauthors (Apfel et al. 1985; Harper and Rich 1993;
Harperand Nelson 1993). For a fluid in which the degree of superheating is not too severe, surface-
tension forces create an activation energy thatprevents immediate bubble formation. The energy released
by boiling fluid varies as the cube of the bubble radius. The energy required to expand the surface of the
bubble varies as the square of the bubble radius. Consequently, surface tension will re-compress all
sufficiently small bubbles. Bubbles beyond a critical size will, however, continue to expand as the energy
released by boiling fluid overwhelms the forces of surface tension. Notably, this critical radius is roughly
100 nm, which is far smaller than the range of many charged particles. Thus, the criterion for bubble
formation can be statedas follows: a radiation interactionmust deposit enough 6nergy within a span of
roughly 100 nm to form a bubble of roughly the same size. The required energy depends upon the
temperature,pressure, and choice of materials,but is only 16 keV for Freon-12 at 20”C and one
atmosphere (Harper and Nelson 1993).

The detector designer has considerable freedom in how to react to the process of bubble
formation. For a sufficiently inexpensive detector, thebubbles can be counted by eye and the detector
thrown away. (A count of roughly 50 bubbles is optimal for this.) Bubbles can also be counted
acoustically via the “popping” sound emitted when they form. An optical transmissionmeasurementalso
provides a simple, automated measurement of the number of bubbles thathave formed. If desired, an
application of pressure can be used to recompress the bubbles and enable the detectors’ re-use. When
operated properly in this way, years of operation can be obtained without significant changes in the
detector sensitivity.

There are a number of different interactionmechanisms thatcan produce bubbles within a
particular detector. Table 1 shows the typical range, energy, and maximum dE/dx for a variety of
radiation types in hydrogenous materials with densitiesnear 1 g/cm3. As expected, the maximum energy
deposited in 100 run depends strongly on the charge-to-mass ratio of the particle and somewhat on the
particle’s energy. (There is a maximum in dE/dx as a t%nctionof ener~, this maximum occurs at
roughly 30 MeV for chlorine ions and at roughly 100 keV for protons.)

*In essence,eachdropletis a miniaturebubble chambm,theplasticmatrixrestictstheukirnategrowthof the
bubble.
2ThosecompaniesareApfel Enterprises,25 SciencePark,Box 4, New Haven,CT 06511,USA andBubble
TechnologyIndustries,Inc.,Highway 17 Wes6 PO Box 100,ChalkRiver,ON KOJlJO,Cana&.
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Table 1 Typical Energy, Range, and Maximum 100-nm Energy Loss for Various Types of Radiation

I Energy Range Max 100-nm Energy Deposition
Electron 200 keV 0.3 mm 5 keV
Proton 500 keV 0.01 mm 10 keV
Alpha 5 MeV 0.02mm 15 keV
Chlorine 100 keV 200 nm 50keV
Fission Product 100 MeV 0.01 mm 1 MeV

Based upon the data in this table, an understandingof droplet-detector response to a variety of
radiations can be formulated.

. Electrons, Gamma Rays: It is relatively hard to adjust droplet detectors for gamma-ray sensitivity
because the bubble-forming energy, -5 keV, is so low. While this has been done, the resulting
products are highly temperaturesensitive since the droplets must be especi@y close to the point
where they will spontaneously boil. A gamma-ray droplet detector is commercially sold, but is
recommended only for “educational use.”

. Protons: While it is certainly possible to arrange conditions so that a droplet detector responds to
recoil protons, this is not generally the case for several possible reasons. First, such a detector
would have a relatively high temperaturesensitivity since relatively little bubble-nucleation
energy is provided by the proton. Second, such a detector may not exhibit the extremely high
gamma-ray rejection provided by other neutron-interactionmechanisms. Finally, the energy
response and sensitivity of a proton-recoil–based droplet detector would not be suited for the
application of dosimetry, which has motivated most of the research and development to date.

. Alphas: Because alpha radiation cannot penetratethe container, droplet detectors are not normally
used to detect alpha radiation. (l?ouring the suspension directly on a uranium-containing surface
does, however, make an impressive demonstration.) However, internal alpha radiation does exist
and may lead to bubble formation eitherdirectly or via recoil nuclei, depending upon the
conditions prevailing in the droplet detector. Note thatthe reaction ~i(n,t)4He is equivalent to
alpha decay.

● Heavy Nuclei: Heavy nuclei are the ideal particle for bubble nucleation and, for this reason, are
favored, as will be discussed below. Particle detection via heavy nuclei should provide excellent
gamma-ray insensitivity and minimized temperaturesensitivity. In addition, the rate of energy
deposition, dE/dx, is an increasing fimction of energy at energies of the order of 1 MeV and
below. Consequently, the use of heavy nuclei permits energy thresholds and the development of
energy spectrometers. Note thatwhen the reaction 1%@z)7Li is used, the 7Lirecoil (840 keV) is
the principal contributor to bubble nucleation.

Temperaturesensitivity is possibly the most serious problem with the use of SDDS. Temperature
changes affect both the overall sensitivity and the shape of the energy-response curve for droplet
detectors. F. d’Errico et al. concluded thata dosimetry system based upon droplet detectors was “a fairly
delicate system which can be operated reliably only when environmental conditions are not extreme”
(d’Errico et al. 1996). Typically, neutron-sensitive droplet detectors have an operable range of roughly
25°C with substantial(factor of 4) variations in sensitivity across the fill temperaturerange. Assuming
thatthe temperaturecan be controlled to a couple of degrees, sensitivityvariations should not exceed 5%,
which equals the statisticalaccuracy of droplet detectors. Improved temperature stability can be obtained
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by using “temperature compensation.” This technique employs materials thatexpand or contract with
temperaturechanges to alterthe detectorpressure and offset the effect of temperaturechanges.

With few exceptions, droplet detectors have found application in the area of neutron detection
generally and neutron dosimetry in particular. Depending upon the materials, temperature, and pressure,
the response of a typical droplet detector to neutrons as a fiction of energy can take the form of any of
the curves in Figure 1 (Harper and Nelson 1993; d’Errico et al. 1995; d’Errico et al. 1996; Bamblevski
et al. 1996; Ing et al. 1997). The response to neutrons above roughly 250 keV arisesprimarily from the
carbon, chlorine, and fluorine nuclei produced via neutron scattering. The response to neutrons below
250 keV arises almost completely from the reaction 35Cl(n,p)35S.”At these energies, recoil nuclei do not
have sufficient energy to nucleate bubbles. This reaction has a cross section of roughly 0.4 barns at
thermalenergy (0.025 ev) and correspondingly less athigher energies. While the reaction liberates
615 keV, the recoiling 3sSnucleus receives only 17 keV of energy. By altering the construction of the
droplet detector so thatbubble nucleation requires more and more energy, response curves with
progressively less response at low energy can be realized. Once more than 17 keV of energy is required
for bubble nucleation, the detector stopsrecording low-energy neutrons. As the bubble nucleation energy
is fhrtherincreased, the neutron energy threshold increases fiuther. In this way, a set of droplet detectors
thatcan be used for crude neutron energy spectrometry can be fabricated (Harper and Nelson 1993;
d’Errico et al. 1995; Bamblevski et al. 1996; Ing et al. 1997). Energy thresholds between 100 keV and
roughly 10 MeV are obtainable.

r
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Log(Energy[MeVl)
Figure 1. Possible Droplet Detector Response as a Function of Neutron Energy

The gamma-ray sensitivi~ of normally operate~ neutron-detecting droplet detectors is essentially
zero. Although the bubble-nucleation physics may be slightly different, the ratio of neutron to garnma-
ray sensitivitiesfor conventional BCS (Section 3.0) can be made to exceed 1012. One experiment with
droplet detectors observed no response after 400,000 R of radiation exposure from either 137CSor ‘Co
(Schulze et al. 1992). Clearly, these detectors are able to detect neutrons in the presence of gamma-ray
fluxes thatwould render most neutron detectors inoperable.

The neutron sensitivity of a droplet detector is a fiction of its size, droplet-volume fraction, and
its mode of operation (temperature,pressure,droplet composition). The sensitivities in the literatureare
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typically between 3 x 10-scmz and 10-3cm2 for detector sizes of 4 to 8 cm3. (These sensitivities are “flux
efficiencies’’-the detector count rate is obtained by multiplying by the neutron flux.) One can obtain an
approximate understanding of these sensitivitiesvia the following calculation. Assume thata detector
with total volume of 4 cm3 has a droplet-volume fraction of 0.25°/0. The 0.01 cm3 of Freon in this
detectorhas a total mass of 0.013 g and contains 0.0013 g of carbon. This quantity of caibon corresponds
to 6.5 x 1020atoms of carbon with a total cross section for fast-neutron scattering of approximately
0.0013 cm2. Although not every recoil carbon nucleus will create a bubble, most will. Furthermore,there
should be some contribution from the recoil chlorine and fluorine nuclei also present in the Freon. Thus,
we conclude thatthe flux efficiency for this detector should be of the order of 10-3cm2, in agreementwith
experimentalobservations for the assumed detector.

The maximum flux efficiency would be obtained using a droplet detector with maximum size and
droplet loading. Droplet detectors with sizes up to 250 cm3 are commercially available. Detectors with
volume fractions of 1YOor greater also have been successfully constructed. (Because such detectors are
not well suited for dosimetry, they remain relatively uncommon.) In principle, such a droplet detector
would have a flux efficiency of 0.25 cm2.

While the vast majority of applications for droplet detectors have been in the area of neutron
dosimetry, a number of other applications have been explored. The following list describes the
applications of which we are aware:

●

●

●

Dosimetry
– Medical Dosimetry: Position-sensitive droplet detectors can be inserted in medical phantoms

and used to evaluate neutron radiotherapy treatments(Lim and Wang 1995).
– Neutron Spectrometry: Droplet detectors can provide neutron spectrometric information that

can be used to improve the accuracy of other neutron dosimeters (l%unblevski et al.1996;
d’Ernco et al. 1995).

- Jet Aircrew Dosimetry: Droplet detectors are proposed for use as aircraft dosimeters
(Tume et al. 1998).

– Ambient Dosimetry Highly accurate area monitors were constructed using droplet detectors
(d’Errico et al. 1996).

– Beam Contamination: Droplet detectors were used to determine the unwanted neutron dose
received by patients treated via a medical electron accelerator., The excellent gamma-ray and
electron rejection of droplet detectors was critical for this application (Bourgois et al. 1997;
Nath et al. 1993; Ponraju, et al. 1998).

– Gamma-ray dosimetry: Droplet detectors were evaluated and found to be unsuitable for
gamma-ray dosimetry (Matiullah et al. 1992).

Dark-Matter Detectors: Droplet detectors are well suited for dark-matterdetectors since their
background deep underground can be extremely low (Collar 1996; Hamel 1997).

Spent-Fuel Monitoring: Droplet detectors are well suited for this application as a result of their
excellent gamma-ray rejection (Tam et al. 1996).
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3.0 Bubble Chambers

A bubble chamber is activatedby suddenly reducing a liquid medium’s pressure to a point where
it would ordinarily boil. Radiation detection occurs during the period of time after the pressure has been
reduced, but before boiling begins. While a small fraction of a second provides an ample time window
for many of the previous applications for BCS, this “active” time can, in fact be surprisingly long. Glaser
(1952) was the first to demonstratethatthis phenomenon could be exploited for radiation detection. He
studiedthe boiling of diethyl ether in a smooth glass container after a reduction of pressure from 20
atmospheresto 1 atmosphere both with and without the presence of a radiation source. Note thatthis
materialwas maintained at 130°C, whereas it would normally boil at a temperatureof 34.6°C. In the
absence of a radiation source, the liquid remained stable for up to 400 see, with an average time of 68 sec.
When a gamma-ray source was located near the superheatedtube, the delay was consistently reduced to
zero. The radiation was initiatingboiling in the liquid.

Based on this observation, BCS were developed to observe the trajectories of fast charged
particlesvia their interactions with the working fluid of the bubble chamber. Note thatmost bubbles are
formed indirectly via the formation of secondary electrons (known as known-on electrons or delta rays.)
Each bubble is probably the resultof a single secondary electron, not all secondary electrons create
bubbles. The ensemble of bubbles provides a track of the trajectory of the primary particle. The vast
majority of BCS used for physics experiments operate in a condition thathas been optimized for
formation of bubbles by secondary electrons.

Boiling of a superheatedliquid mayor may not occur when a bubble is formed, depending on the
size of thebubble. The forces acting on a bubble are the vapor pressure, P., inside the bubble, the
externalpressure, P, and the surface tension. The surface tension, C, on a bubble of radius, r, provides ari
inwardly directed pressure given by

P,=-
r

For a stationq bubble at equilibrium,

P,- P=:
e

(1)

(2)

For bubble radii greaterthanr. the vapor pressureexceeds the restoring pressures, and the bubble
grows; for radii less thanr,, the restoring force exceeds the vapor pressure, and the bubble collapses. The
surface energy is a fimction of temperature,vanishing at the critical temperature.

As a result of the above-stability condition, the process of bubble formation (nucleation) requires
some initiatingevent or condition in order to proceed. In the absence of an external effect such as
radiation interaction, bubble nucleation is the result of spontaneous statisticaldensity fluctuations.
Alternatively, bubble nucleation occurs atrough surfaces or at the location of small particles suspended in
the liquid. Recently, it has been proposed (Classen et al. 1998) that free electrons produced via the
ionization process repel the nearby fluid, forming a bubble thatmay grow or contract according to the
stabilityc~terion @v-en above. fiis hfiothesis Forthe bubble-initi-at~onprocess is actually qu~e similar
to Glaser’s original model.
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The most accepted model for bubble initiation is thatof Seitz (1958). Seitz’ model, also known as
the thermal-spike model, describes the deposition of energy by secondary electrons in a small region of
the superheatedmedium. This model predicts the amount of energy thatshould be required to forma
stablebubble. Empirically, it is found thatthe required energy is significantly greater than thatwhich
Seitzpredicted by addressing only static contributions to the stability criterion (Eq. 2). This discrepancy
is largely resolved by carefidly considering the reversible work required for bubble creation, thermal
conductivity, and dynamic effects. For atypical flui~ a charged particle must deposit a critical energy of
severalhundred eV (EC)in a region with a diameter twice the critical radius (2rC)to nucleate a bubble.
These considerations place combined restrictions on the energy of a charged particle that can initiate
bubble growth. Because the energy loss per unit length is greatest for slow particles, the particle can
deposit E. in the critical volume only if its range at that energy is less than 3rC. (Near the end of the
particlemotion, the straight-line distance thatthe particle travels is only about 2/3 the distance it travels.)

Glaser’s experiment was conducted with a “clean” container thatis a container with atomistically
smooth walls. Such a chamber has few or no surface sites on which to nucleate bubbles. For superheated
liquids in clean chambers, the stable period can be many seconds. Maintenance of sufilciently clean
conditions for large BCS operated in the mode required of physics experiments is relatively impractical.
For this reason, the historical BCS used for particle physics experiments were generally operated as
“dirty” chambers. These chambers rely upon the fact that the required observation period is so short that
parasitic(spontaneous) boiling will not occur. These chambers are normally used with rapidly pulsed
bearnlinesso thatthe period of interest is as brief as one microsecond and occurs at a knowmmoment.
Typically, the chamber operates at a temperature,Tm~,called the radiation temperature. A rule of thumb,
which balances sensitivity with superheatedliquid stability, is thatT~ is approximately two-thirds the
difference between the atmospheric boiling temperature, Thil, and the critical temperature, TK. That is,

2(TK- Tti,
Td = Tti, + )

3
(3)

Note thatthe bubble chamber’s working fluid may be ve~ superheatedunder these conditions.
While sensitivity to secondary electrons with energies of only a few hundred eV may be possible under
theseconditions, avoidance of boiling for longer than a few milliseconds with a “dirty” chamber is
impossible. For propane, a typical operation temperature is roughly 60°C, which requires an overpressure
of approximately 10 atmospheres to avoid boiling. For this condition, ECis about 400 eV.

A simplified duty cycle of a convention bubble chamber consists of four periods, startingwith the
following elevated pressure conditions:

● the expansion period during which the pressure drops to the superheatedcondition. This period is
as short as possible, but is limited by the sound velocity to a few ms.

. the superheatedperiod during which measurements are made. The extent of this period is largely
governed by the characteristic time that it takes for a bubble to grow from critical size (- 10-6cm)
to observable size (- 10-2cm). For normal operating conditions, this time is less than 10 ms.

● the repressurization period during which the chamber pressure is re-established to the higher
operating level. This period, like the expansion period, is short,and limited by the sound velocity
in the liquid.

. the recovery period during which temperaturehomogeneity is re-established. Collapse of the
bubbles results in local thermal inhomogeneities thatmust be removed before another cycle can
begin. This period is somewhat more than an order of magnitude greater than that of the other
periods so thatthe minimum cycle time is a few hundred ms.

8
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The energy loss for anon-relativistic charged particle of charge Z, and velocity, v, is
(Knoll 1989)

‘=[43)”’{%9dx
, (4)

where N and Z are the number density and atomic number of the absorber atoms, I is a characteristic
ionization energy, and ~ is the mass of an electron. If we use Eq. 4 to determine dv/dx and integratethat
relationship, we can get the range, R

R=,&=M[’:)-’~w (5)

where M is the mass of the moving particle and V. is the initialvelocity of the particle. This relationship
is valid for ions until their velocity gets small enough thatelectron pickup (ion neutralization)becomes
important. Over thatrange of energies, the logarithmic termin the denominator of the right-hand side of
Eq. 5 is slowly varying, and R is proportional to MV04 or is proportional to a2/M. So for equal range,

EO(ion)2 EO(electron)2 (6)

M = m.

This is important in light of Eq. 3 because it says thatan ion with a range of 3rCdeposits (M/r@l’2 times
as much energy in thatrange as an electron. For the proton, this factor is roughly 40.

As noted. above, bubble-chamber operation is typically optimized for observation of secondary
electrons. If the operating conditions are modified such the superheatis reduced, the surface energy
increases, the latent heat increases and, consequently, E. increases. Ultimately, ECincreases to the point
thatno electrons can initiate growing bubbles. However, because of the conditions of Eq. 6, ions of the
same energy can easily initiategrowing bubble formation. This provides the opportunity for sensitive
detection of ions with very high discrimination against electrons.

Unlike gamma rays, neutrons lead to the creation of energetic @eV-scale) ions throughthe simple
process of nuclear recoil. A l-MeV neutron thatmoderates in a hydrogenous medium will, on average,
produce approximately 10 recoil protons with energy greaterthan 1 keV. If a superheatedliquid is
prepared such that it is insensitive to electrons, but still sensitiveto protons, this neutron should initiate
several growing bubbles while being insensitive to gamma rays.

If the degree of superheatof the liquid is properly controlled, the bubble chamber maybe
operated as a neutron spectrometer (Fisher et al. 1997). For a very small value of superheat,only
neutrons above an energy threshold are able to form recoil ions with stilcient energy to nucleatebubbles.
Two general approaches are possible: 1) the detector maybe operated to gain insensitivity to neutrons

9



with energies below a selected threshold and 2) variation of the chamber’s operational condition provides
information on the distributionof neutron energies reaching the chamber. The probability of generating
stable bubbles depends upon the incident neutron-energy distribution,the kinematical relationships
governing the energy distribution of recoil ions, and the probability of generating a growing bubble as a
fhnction of ion energy. Because the distributionof recoil energies is simply determined by kinematics for
a given incident neutron energy, the count rate as a function of superheatcan be used to map out the
neutron energy spectrum.

Bubbles, once nucleated, are relatively easy to record. In propane, roughly l% of the critical
energy goes into emission of sound waves. As with SDDS, an easily audible “popping” sound is
produced by the growing bubble. In addition, bubbles larger than a few 10s of pm scatter light very
efficiently. Thus, a variety of optical methods also allow for bubble detection.

10



4.0 Applications to

4.1 Droplet Detectors

Nonproliferation and National Security

Two applications for BCS were identified thatrequire no research and development prior to
implementation. These applications are spent fuel monitoring and electronics-flee neutron detection.
BCS currently combine simplicity, neutron sensitivity,and gamma-ray insensitivi~ in a way thatenables
these applications under a wide varie~ of circumstances. The small physical size of droplet detectors
also should permit them to be physically placed atthe needed measurementlocation. Their low cost and
reliability is also desirable.

The complex electronics generally necessary for radiation measurementsare a major hindrance to
the acceptance of radiation-detection technologies for arms-control applications. Droplet detectors offer
the ability to measure gamma-ray fluxes, neutron fluxes, and neutron-energy spectra without the need for
any electronics at the measurement location. This ability to perform item templating (“fingerprinting”) or
attributemeasurements should meet with wide acceptance by alleviating concern about information
security associated with the use of complex electronics.

A third identified application area for dropletdetectors is low-cost neutron detection. There are
clearly national security applications thatwould benefit from the introduction of a neutron detection
technology with a cost lower than the $50K/m2 thatholds today for high-efficiency detectors. Droplet
detectors have the potential to lower this cost by an order of magnitude because of their relative
simplicity, provided thatsome way can be found to increase the neutron sensitivity via the introduction of
‘%3. (This question is discussed under the subsection on research questions and also in Appendix B.) A
droplet detector containing merely 0.4 mg of l!B per cm3 of detector volume should have an efficiency at
least as high as a typical 3He-tube detector or ~i-fiber-containing detector. Unlike commercially
available droplet detectors, such a detector would be primarily sensitive to thermalized neutrons via the
reaction 1!B(n,cx)7Li. Neutron capture by boron would be favored because of the complete boron
dispersal in the detector’s hydrogenous moderating matrix. A low-cost neutron detector with an area of
1 m2based upon this principle need only contain the following components:

. Sealed container, -7 to 10 cm thick
● -1 L of Freon or Freon-like material dispersedas droplets
. 70 to 100 L of polymer matrix
● 40 g of 1%$or roughly 200 g of naturalboron (the cost for this much enriched boron would be

-$1000 to 2000)
● Acoustic bubble-counting mechanism (microphones, simple electronics)
● Manual reset mechanism (means to temporarily increase pressure).

4.2 Bubble Chambers

Previous research (Peurrung et al. 1998) has shown thatdirect fast neutron detectors retain
information about a neutron’s time of emission, energy, and direction thatcan be exploited for
applications. Work in the fbsion community (Fisheret al. 1997) has already demonstrated thatBCS are a
kind of direct fast-neutron detector and therefore can function as an enabling technology. We feel that
additional applications of interestfor nonproliferation and national securitymight arise from adaptationof
the “conventional” physicist’s bubble chamber. For example, reasonably high resolution imaging of fast
neutrons should be possible by exploiting the ability to precisely locate the site of neutron interactions
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within a bubble chamber. In addition, powerful active measurement systems could be constructed that
exploit the temporal and spectral differences between interrogation and induced fission neutrons.
Appendix A analyzes several possible approaches to this application. Consider, for example, the fact that
a bubble chamber should be able to reject the ArnLi neutrons used to induce fission in uraniumwith 99°A
efkciency while detecting induced-fission neutrons with roughly 50°/0 efficiency. Furtherconsider the
fate of fastneutronsintroduced into a room via a pulse neutron-generation system. Roughly 10 ps after
the neutronsare introduced, they have either slowed to an energy below the detection threshold of the
chamber or traveled so far away thatreturnis highly unlikely. At this time, any fast neutronsrecorded in
the bubble chamber must inevitably have been the result of induced fission. Such an approach is
expected to enable the searching of entirerooms for HEU.

A second but no less important application for BCS is as a low-cost medium for efficient neutron
detection. Regardless of the working fluid, BCS do not require the use of expensive isotopes or
electronics and thusmay be low in cost. We believe thatdevelopment of a dramatically lower cost
neutron-detectiontechnology (with comparable or improved efficiency and reliability) would fimction as
an enabling technology for a variety of applications where a large number of neutron detectors is
required. The efficiency of BCS is determined by the interaction probability of a neutron, the probability
of bubble formation after an interaction, and the chamber’s duty cycle. Since the first probability can be
well over 50°A for a several-inch-thick chamber, and the second probability is effectively 100Yo,the
overall detection probability is determined primarily by the duty cycle. A research issue discussed in the
next subsection involves determination of the conditions thatwill permit high-duty-cycle operation of
BCS. Assuming thata duty cycle of 75% can be achieved, BCS may well exceed the efficiency of the
conventional “moderate-and-capture” neutron detectors in use today.

4.3 Research Questions:

“Clean” Bubble Chambers: Research must be ptiormed to determine the best method for
developing a simple, low-cost bubble chamber with high efficiency. This chamber must use a working
fluid thatis acceptable from an environmental and safety point of view. Water has not been ruled out for
this application, although heating to roughly 100”C would probably be required. Other relatively safe
organic compounds should allow operation at temperaturescloser to room temperature. A simple and
effective method for pressure control is desired, preferably using piezoelectric crystals since they involve
“non-mechanical” actuation. Finally, operating conditions thatallow detection of neutrons within a
“clean” chamber at a high duty cycle must be found. That is, the time during which the detector is active
should equal or exceed the time during which it is recovering.

Bubble Chambers for Active Measurements: Research must be pefiormed to optimize current
BCS for use in active neutron measurements. This research would be designed to lead to a demonstration
of the power of such an approach for applications like HEU search and HEU measurement. Appendix A
discusses several approaches for the use of BCs for active measurements.

Boron Incorporation: Research is needed to determine the best way to introduce sufficient
“ boron into droplet detectors similar to those commercially available today. There are several alternate

approaches to achieving this. First,the Freon could be replaced with a boron-containing liquid that could
be superheatedat accessible temperaturesand pressures. Second, a boron-containing materialcould be
dissolved within the Freon. Both of these approaches assume thatthe boron can be largely kept out of the
polymer matrix thatholds the droplets. A third approach would entail adding boron to the polymer
matrix while increasing the number density of droplets to the point that the nuclear-reaction products
&om within the matrix would be likely to strike at least one droplet. A high droplet density would require
a high-droplet loading and/or the use of relatively small droplets. A final possible approach would be the
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dispersalof a chemically iner$ boron-containing powder such as boron carbide powder (BAC) within the
Freon droplets. However, preliminary tests of this approach indicate thatthe freely divided material
forms nucleation centers. The introduction of lithium is a less attractivepossibility since the products of
the reaction !Li (~t)4He deposit less energy in the 100-nm distance of importance for bubble nucleation..
Appendix B provides additional information about the issues involved in creating high-sensitivity droplet
detectors.

Gradient Chamber: There is a type of bubble chamber that was explored around 1960 and
subsequentlyrejected for use in particle-physics experiments. This detector has the advantages of relative
simplicity and constant sensitivity in time. This approach uses a combination of gravity, temperature
gradient,and concentration gradient to detect radiation interactions. Unlike conventional BCS, this
detectorrequires no cyclic operation or pressure changes. The detector was rejected because of problems
involved in achieving sensitivity to low linear-energy transfer (LET) radiationtypes such as muons, etc.
The nuclear-recoil events resulting from neutron interaction should be far easier to detect and therefore
may enable the construction of a viable gradient chamber.

M.icrochambers: We believe thatvery small BCS formed from glass tubes or capillaries should
be explored as a novel approach to neutron detection. A large number of such microchambers operated
togetherwould have many of the advantages of BCs generally, but may not require rapid cyclic operation.
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Appendix A: Active Measurements

,

This appendix analyzes threepossible approaches to the use of bubble detectors for active
measurement. The resultsdescribed below arebased upon Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code
(MCNP) neutron-transportcalculations and carefi.destimates of the efficiency with which energy-
thresholded bubble chambers will record fast neutrons. The findings below establish our assertionthat
bubble detectors are an enabling technology thatis ready fbr application for active measurements. The
resulting measurement systems should lead to improved capability, reduced cost and complexity, and
improved portiibility.

An active measurementinvolves looking for the neutrons resulting from induced fission. The
most difficult part of any active measurementis finding a detection system for these induced-fission
neutrons thatdoes not respond to the “source” neutrons used for interrogation. Because of theirability to
detect neutrons with effective time or energy thresholds, bubble detectors offer the ideal method for
accomplishing active measurements. Furthermore,the cyclic operation of bubble chambers (see
Section 3.0) is well suited for the use of pulsed neutron sources.

A summary of the findings below is given in advance

● Entire-Room Search A modestly sized bubble chamber set to record only neutrons above
200 keV in energy between 1 and 30 ms after a series of fast-neutron pulses allows detection of
5 kg of enriched uraniumwithin a typical room with a diameter of 8 m. Such a measurement
would be complete in only a few seconds. Uranium becomes much’easier to detect in smaller
rooms.

● Container Characterization: The same bubble chamber with a threshold set to 2.5 MeV would
allow measurementof 1 kg of enriched uranium from a distance of 50 cm when a d-d neutron
generator is used for interrogation. Such a system would be relatively portable and inexpensive
compared to the “shuffler” and differential-die-away technologies thatrequire a moderating
“cave” to be placed around the container being interrogated. The measurement could be
completed in substantiallyless than 1 min.

A.1 Entire-Room Uranium Search

In this application, a pulsed source of fast neutrons is used to interrogate an entire room for the
presence of uranium. The logic is simple: any fast neutrons present after moderation of the initialpulse
must necessarily be induced-fission neutrons. A detector used for this application must be able to

● reject the strong flux of moderated thermal neutrons with high effectiveness
● reject the strong initialpulse of fast neutrons with high effectiveness.

Moderating detectors have trouble in both of these areas, leading to the complex and expensive
technologies such as the “shuffler” and the “differential-die-away” detector. Bubble detectors, in
contrast are completely insensitive to neutronsbelow a chosen energy threshold and to neutronsthat
reach the detector before a reduction of pressurecreates a superheatedcondition.

MCNP calculations were run for the case of an 8-m-radius room containing 50 kg of uraniumin
the shape of a disk with l-cm thickness. The walls of the room were assumed to consist of 2.5 cm of
water. While water is clearly not a ~ical construction material, the moderation provided by this

assumed wall is expected to be typical of construction materials such as wood, concrete, etc. The induced
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fission signal will scale approximately linearly with the amount of uranium present since the uranium
configuration is not close to criticality. Although the signal will depend upon the uraniumgeometry, the
dependence should not be strong.

Figures A.1 and A.2 show the flux profile both with and without the uranium disk present for five
energy bins. The selected bins are thermal (O to 1 eV), low epithermal (1 eV to 1 kev), high epithermal
(1 keV to 100 kev), lower-energy fast (100 keV to 1.0 MeV), and higher-energy fast (above 1.0 MeV).
The curves show the number of neutrons striking the outer room wall normalized to the number of source
neutronsin the initial pulse.
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Figure A.1 Normalized Neutron Flux at the Room Wall as a Function of Time with a 50-kg Disk of
Uranium Present. The five curves are labeled for different energy bins.
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Figures A. 1 and A.2 clearly illustrate thatonly with uraniumpresent are epithennal and fast
neutions present at late times. This is simply because the initial source neutrons muststeadilymoderate if
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they are to remain in the room. Note thatwithout uranium,the epithermaland fastneutron fluxes
decrease effectively to zero at times between 10 ps and 3 ms after the original pulse. Epithermalneutrons
persist longer in the room without uranium because of the longer time required for moderation. Further
note thatthe thermal neutron flux depends littleupon whether uraniumis present. Neutrons derived ilom
the original interrogation pulse dominate the thermalneutron flux at all times. These results are easy to
understand in terms of the speed of a neutron. For example, a 1.O-MeV neutron travels at roughly
1.4 cmhs. In 10 ps, therefore, a l-MeV neutron has time to travel 140 m, or roughly 14 times across the
diameter of this spherical room. Clearly, such a neutronmust have collided numerous times with the
materials in the wall to have remained in the room.

When uranium is present, neutrons of all energies are present until as late as 1 fill second after the
source pulse. This is the basis upon which a bubble chamber can infer the presence of uraniumwithin the
room. A bubble chamber can easily be set to record neutrons above a specific energy threshold. Upon
consideration of Figures A.1 and A.2, a threshold of roughly 100 keV would seem to be a usefid choice.
In actuality, it is difficult to set an energy thresholdbelow 200 keV. More than 50’% of the induced
fission flux above 100 keV occurs between 1 and 10 ms after the source pulse. A bubble chamber set to
record fast neutrons between 1 and 10 ms after a source pulse is sensitive only to induced fission neutrons
and should record virtually no neutrons from the interrogation source. The detectability of 5 kg of
uranium can be calculated as follows. The normalized flux between 1 and 30 ms from 50 kg of uranium
was 7 x 104. Thus the flux from 5 kg would have been roughly 7 x 10-5. Since these neutrons can strike
anywhere on the outer wall, the flux per unit areabecomes 3.5 x 10-11cm-2per source neutron. Assuming
a 30% efficient detector with an area of 1000 cm2, the number of detected neutronsbecomes roughly 10-8
per source neutron. Assuming that 100 pulses with 109neutrons each are used, the total number of
detected neutrons becomes roughly 1000. This neutron emission level is easily achieved with a d-t
generator and is close to becoming possible with commercial d-d generators. The number of background
counts recorded during the same time period would have been roughly 13 neutrons at Hanford.
Somewhat higher or lower backgrounds exist at other locations. We conclude, therefore, that5 kg of
uranium can be detected within an 8-m-diameter room is possible in only a few seconds under the
assumptions outlined here.

Container Characterization

The uranium within a container could be characterized using a bubble chamber and a d-d neutron

generator source. Unlike “shuffler” detectors and differential-die-away detectors, no moderator would be
required. Fast-neutron-induced fission takes place within 235Uwith a cross section of roughly 2 barns per
atom at the 2.45 MeV energy of d-d neutrons. Suppose thata d-d generator capable of producing
100 pukes of 108neutrons each is placed within 50 cm of the center of a container containing uranium.
Again suppose that a detector with an area of 1000 cm2 is available. For this application, an energy
threshold of 2.5 MeV will ensure that interrogationneutrons are not detected. The expected efficiency
with which fission neutrons are detected by such a detector is calculated to be 3.10/o. Note thatthis is a
spectrally weighted efficiency. MCNP calculations indicate thatthe spectrallyweighted efficiency with
which induced fission neutrons are created is roughly 2.8 x 104. The overall efficiency with which
neutrons are recorded normalized to the rate at which interrogation neutrons are emittedbecomes
‘8.5 x 10-8. If we assume that a single kg of uraniumis present within the container, then an average of 85
neutrons would be recorded fi-om 100 pulses of 107neutrons each. The neutron background during this
time should be very, very low since the time window during which,neutrons are recorded is only 0.1 ms
per pulse. We conclude, therefore, thatdetection of 1 kg of uranium within a container should be possible
in only 10 to 20 seconds under the assumptions outlined here.
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Appendix B: High-Sensitivity Droplet Detectors

As discussed in the main text, the addition of a material such as ~i or *!B to current droplet
detectorsshould lead to a tremendous increase in sensitivity. A scaled-up version of such a detector
would offer efficiency competitive with current large-area neutron detectors, but at substantiallyreduced
cost. This appendix details some of the options and issues involved in the development of such detectors.

The physical requirementplaced upon the developer is thatthe reaction products flom the !Li and
1% neutron capture reactions ‘mustdeposit energy within the superheated droplets themselves. Materials
containing the isotopes such as bLiand’~ can be incorporated:

● into the plastic matrix
● into the droplet material
● into the dropletimatrix interface.

The neutron-sensitive isotope can be put into these

. by chemical incorporation
● by dissolving into the medium
. by physical mixing
● by incorporation into a surfactant.

One commercial vendor3 has incorporated ‘Li into the plastic matrix and improved the thermal-
neutron flux efficiency compared to the fast-neutronflux efficiency by’ a factor of greater than20. In
doing so, the thermal-neutronefficiency was increased by several orders of magnitude over thatof
conventional droplet detectors.

Despite this encouraging resul~ we believe thatfar more sensitivity enhancement is possible for
two reasons. First, the commercial vendor used !Li instead of 10B. The boron reaction has both a higher
cross section and more highly charged products. The higher cross-section alone should increase thermal
neutron sensitivity by a factor of roughly 5, whereas the boron reaction products will more easily lead to
bubble nucleation within droplets. Further,the vendor placed the neutron capture agent, ~i, within the
polymer matrix ratherthan at or within the droplets themselves. Clearly, many of the neutron-capture
reactions will not deposit energy within the droplets, leading to lower efficiency.

Most organic compounds containing boron are toxic, flammable, or explosive or are extremely
sensitiveto water (or all three). These are not the ingredients for a low-cost neutron detector. One boron-
containing compound of potential interestis carborane (H2C2B10H10),which is stable, insoluble in and
unractivewith water, and slightly soluable in nonpolar solvents. Two other attributesmake it yet more
suitable: first, it contains 10 boron atoms per molecule and second, there are two accessible hydrogen
atomsthatmay be substitutedto improve its volubility in the droplet material. Carborane is an article-of-
commerce costing $30/g to $40/g for naturalboron. Based on $3.50/g for 95°A enriched 10B,the cost of
enriched-boron carborane should be about $55/g to $60/g. It is considered to be toxic and potentially
flammable.

We performed some simple experiments to determine if boron could be introduced @to the matrix
via suspension. Boron nitridepowder and a boron-coated aluminum chip were introduced into
commercial droplet detectors. The samples were exposed to thermal neutron fluxes and compared to

3BubbleTechnology Incorporated
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blanks and controls in which carbon powder was used in lieu of the boron nitride. The experiments
revealed thatthe use of powder suspensions is a flawed approach because the particles provide surfaces
on which heterogeneous nucleation of bubbles can occur. The boron-coated surface showed no evidence
of significantly increased bubble formation. An improved option, fabrication of chemically modified
droplet detectors, is beyond the scope of this exploratory work.

Table B. 1 describes the relative merits of the possible options for incorporating ‘Li or *!B into the
droplet detector. The plastic matrix is typically a gel consisting of a polar material; the droplet materialis
typically a nonpolar Freon-or propane-like material. Note thatthe polymer matrix is hydrophilic while
the droplets are hydrophobic. This allows for the possibility of adding thermal-neutron-sensitivematter
into the detector ~th ~ignificant partitioning be~-een the ~oplet and-detector material.

Table B.1 Comparison of the Options for Incorporating cLi or 1%3into Droplet Detectors

Chemical
Incorporation

Solution

Physical
Mixing

Into Plastic Matrix
Lithium hydroxide may
form gel suitable for
matrix.

Lithium hydroxide can
readily be-added to the
matrix, as it is
hydrophilic. The oxide
form of boron is
slightly acidic and
tends to react with
basic gels.
Mixing powdered form
into matrix will provide
a surface for
heterogeneous
nucleation.

Into Droplet Material
Nonpolar boron
compounds may be grafted
onto Freons or propane-
like materials. Boron
organics tend to be costly.
Lithium is difficult to
incorporate into nonpolar
organics.

Nonpolar boron
compounds are soluable in
nonpolar Freons and
propane-like materials.
Boron organics tend to be
costly. Lithium is difficult
to incorporate into
nonpolar organics.
Mixing powdered form
into droplet will tend to
cause heterogeneous
nucleation.

Into Interface
Lithurnmaybe
incorporated into soaps
thatwill go to the
droplet surface. These
may lower the surface
tension and make the
detector less stable.
Incorporated into the
surface, either alpha or
triton is likely to pass
through droplet.
NIA .

N/A

It is possible to estimate the potential marginal cost and value of adding I!B-containing materials
to the bubbles in a superheated droplet detector. The assumptions for this analysis are

. the detector is 100 cm long by 25 cm wide by 0.5 cm thick

. the droplet loading is 10% (volume)

. the average bubble diameter is 25 pm

. the droplet material is Freon with a molecular weight of ca. 121

. the molar volubility of carborane is 19’o

. the boron enrichment is 95Y0.
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Based on these assumptions, the boron in the detector would be nearly 15% efficient in
attenuatingthermalneutrons. The cost of adding enriched boron to the detector would be ca. $150.
Several such layers, used in conjunction with appropriateamounts of moderating material, would make
possible an inexpensive, high-flux-efficiency neutron detector.

In reality, this efficiency is optimistic. Not all boron neutron-capture reactions will be detecte~
some recoils will be into the.gel or otherwise ineffective. Also, the gel, which is typically an acrykunide
polymer, will have some small volubility for the boron compound (as well as for the droplet material); as
a result, some parasitic boron neutron-capture reactions will occur in the geI. In addition, the hydrogen in
the gel will capture some neutrons. Nevertheless, the addition of 1% to the droplet has the potential for
significant improvement in performance at a reasonable cost.
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